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From: McElhinny, Harold J. [mailto:HMcElhinny@mofo.com]
Sent: Monday, November 07, 2011 1:39 PM
To: Charles K Verhoeven
Subject: Re: Meet and Confer
Charlie:
As we expressly discussed on the phone, you and I are both busy trial lawyers and that needed to be taken into account
when we were working together. I literally just walked out of a hearing in NYC and am rushing to catch the last plane back
to SF. I am not going to be able to meet your 2 pm deadline.
I will be back in SF tomorrow. I will discuss this with Mike and then you and I can talk if you like.
As I also told you, I hoped that you and I could operate under a "not for the record" communication basis. Let me know
how you have come out on that suggestion.
Harold

From: Charles K Verhoeven <charlesverhoeven@quinnemanuel.com>
To: McElhinny, Harold J.
Cc: Jacobs, Michael A.; Kevin Johnson <kevinjohnson@quinnemanuel.com>
Sent: Mon Nov 07 11:41:02 2011
Subject: Meet and Confer

Harold,
Last week after the hearing, I was pleased with the progress you and I appeared to have made toward resolving the
deposition conduct issue between our firms without the need for further assistance from the Court. Based on that
progress, I agreed with your suggestion that we have Kevin Johnson and Mike Jacobs finalize the details. I have been
keeping in touch with Mr. Johnson during the weekend regarding those further negotiations.
I am disappointed by the contradictory positions that Mike Jacobs has taken with Kevin Johnson over the weekend. As I
understand it, the parties are in agreement about resolving the deposition conduct issue, but Mr. Jacobs won’t agree to
withdraw the PO motion because he is linking it to the withdrawal by Samsung of the motion to compel. On Saturday,
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Mr. Jacobs expressly agreed with Mr. Johnson that these two issues would not be linked. But now he has apparently
reneged on that representation.
Holding up an agreement on the PO / deposition conduct issue in an effort to force Samsung to abandon its motion to
compel is, plainly, an improper negotiating tactic – especially when your side had previously agreed that the two
motions would not be linked and would be negotiated separately. I also saw that Apple filed a self‐serving and
inaccurate “Statement” with the court early this morning after Mr. Jacobs first provided notice that Apple may file such
a paper at 10:30 pm Sunday night. Pretending to negotiate in good faith, while instead preparing a brief to file with the
court ahead of the other party, is also a well known sharp practice, which I would have assumed your team would avoid.
Please let me know by 2:00 pm today whether Apple and Mr. Jacobs will adhere to Mr. Jacob’s prior commitment to Mr.
Johnson that Apple would not be coupling the negotiation of the two motions ‐‐ and that Apple will be withdrawing the
PO motion based on the parties’ agreement reached over the weekend.
‐Charlie
Charles K. Verhoeven
Head of Northern California Offices
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, LLP
50 California Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111
Main Phone: (415) 875-6600
Main Fax: (415) 875-6700
E-mail: charlesverhoeven@quinnemanuel.com
Web: www.quinnemanuel.com

--------------------------------------------------------------------To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLP informs you that, if any
advice concerning one or more U.S. Federal tax issues is contained in this communication (including any
attachments), such advice is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i)
avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another
party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
For information about this legend, go to
http://www.mofo.com/Circular230/
============================================================================
This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or
authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any
information contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by
reply e-mail @mofo.com, and delete the message.
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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